
PIAP HUNTER - UGV
HUNTeR is a high-mobility unmanned hybrid 
platform for rapid response tasks in civil security 
and crisis management. This unmanned ground 
platform (UGV) is capable of performing both the 
regular surveillance (eg. in land border protection) 
and rapid intervention tasks (eg. response to border 
intrusion or critical infrastructure incident). 

The platform is designed to reach up to 50 km/h both in 
teleoperated and semi-autonomous mode, making it distinctive 
from other available on the market platforms featuring autonomy/
semi-autonomy algorithms. The HUNTeR platform is a series 
hybrid UGV combining the benefits of a combustion and electric 
engine, to provide the ability of long work in field and possibility 
of silent operations (low-noise movement). At the same time 
platform should guarantee possibility of secretive work in case 
of observation tasks. Additionally HUNTeR can be equipped with 
observation aerial mobile platform (UAV) that will be working 
as additional source of vision information and can work as 
communication relay for range of communication enhancement.
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HUNTeR summary:
  A system consisting of a robotic mobile platform (UGV) and additional equipment, e.g. in the form of a flying 

platform (UAV),

  The platform is designed to achieve high speeds (approx. 50 km/h) in various terrain,

  The hybrid drive enables stealthy work in the case of surveillance tasks,

  UGV capable of carrying out autonomous and teleoperated border patrolling scenarios, other logistics tasks.

Basic parameters:
Weight 3500 kg

Dimensions 470x220 cm

Wheelbase 270cm

Maximum speed 50km/h

Suspension

Dependent
3-link type with Panhard bar
Coil springs
Controlled damping shock absorbers
Suspension stroke - 25 cm

Drive Type

4x4
Differential lock
2 steering axles.
1m diameter wheels.
Traction electric motors integrated with driving axles.
Drive power 90kW continuously / 220kW peak
Serial hybrid

Brakes Disc brakes in the wheels, parking brake on the electric motor

Battery and Power Supply
Li-Ion NMC battery with a capacity of 40kWh with the BTMS system
110kW generator
Possibility to power additional devices from 600VDC, 3x400VAC, 24VDC.

Cameras

HD cameras
Driving cameras localization: front and rear builded in frame for driving forward  
and reverse, additionally cameras on railing for the view from the top (front and rear).  
4 cameras on sides (2 for left and 2 for right) 
PTZ camera

Communication Digital communication, Operating frequency to choose from, eg 1.3GHz, 2.4GHz or other

Max range of communication 800m

Control possibilities Portable control panel with function of connecting an additional screen,  
steering wheel and pedals to convenient and precise control of mobile robot

Possible additional 
equipment

Tethered UAV with a landing field, equipped with  PTZ head
Radio transmitter on the UAV that increases the control range
Power supply for accessories
A set of sensors with an autonomy module that allows the functions of an assistant 
driving for teleopareted operations and autonomous driving.
Manipulator with hydraulic drive
Load boxes
And other equipment

Device development status Demonstrator of mobile platform with high off-road capability and maneuverability

Application Defined by modular equipment


